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Go to the beach

This summer you must be everywhere when you are in Los Angeles. You must take your all energy to visit the wonderful and amazing
places there. When you come to see the golden state California don´t forget to see the Pacific Ocean, Venice Beach, and Santa
Monica. This is a very little part of the very beautiful beaches there, also, you can go to visit Malibu, Manhattan Beach, and Long
beach. Just peace from heaven and the most popular and famous beaches they are here in L.A.

Shopping on Rodeo Drive -

When you will go to buy something very special from your favorite brands and designers do it from the most expensive street in Planet
Rodeo Drive. This very amazing place is the most fashionable street and you can have anything from your favorite designers and
fashion brands. You must take all day because here you can´t get enough! Go and shop in the heart of Beverly Hills and take some
pictures to remember this special moment. Just go and buy what you want from the most special fashion brands Versace, Manolo
Blahnik, Jimmy Choo, Lanvin, Guess, Tiffany & Co, Tom Ford, Giorgio Armani and many more just the biggest fashion labels in the
world. Here you can take a fashion walk and be inspired from the shine, lux and style here on Rodeo Drive.

Go to Hollywood -

When you go to Los Angeles the City of Angeles you know that you are in the canter of the film industry Hollywood. Here you can go
and see the amazing Hollywood hills this is one of the biggest attraction there, the secant is the fabulous “Walk of fame“� just go and
walk over your favorite stars. Take pictures and have this very special moment for a long time. Hollywood is one of the most famous
tourist attractions in the U.S.A. and the idea for the famous boulevard is came about in 1953. Come here and be part of the glamour of
the world film industry and be very close to the biggest and greatest stars in the film industry here in Hollywood. You can go, also, to
Dolby Teatre and the studios of Paramount pictures.

Go to visit Universal Studio -

When you are in L.A. you must definitely go to Universal studio. This is a little trip for the many who likes to see the film stars very
close. The Universal studio is part of Hollywood and when you will go there take the little train to go to the studios. The trip is not so
long just 5 min and you will be there. The big fans can book a studio tour too for them favorite films and just be part of the movie. Also,
you can drink drinks in the best restaurants in Universal studio and go shop from the biggest fashion brands here in Hollywood.

Eat delicious food and drink exotic cocktails -

Here in Los Angeles have a lot of very delicious food, you can go to a very good Asian restaurant or Chinese, also you can eat a very
special Hawaii chicken and many exotic salats and most of the food delicate. In L.A. don´t worry here you will have no problem with
your diet, just go to very different and so many delicious restaurants.
This is a little list of the exotic and very delicious food here in Los Angeles:

“¢ Pupusa ““ this is a thin pancake with cheese and green vegetable slaw.

“¢ Sandwich with tofu ““ the tofu sandwich is very healthy and will give much energy for all day.



“¢ Avocado toast ““ a very delicious toast with avocado and is very good for the health when you go to the gym or do your workout.
“¢ Japanese sake ““ one of the most exotic food with fruits and flowers, earth and umami, rice and minerals. Eat maybe the three all or
take just one, all of them are very delicious.

“¢ Exotic cocktails in L.A. ““ in Los Angeles you can drink a lot of many very exotic cocktails. One of the classic and very popular
cocktails here are Margarita like a cocktail, Spice Trade cocktails, Punches, Inspired classics or the Vegetable Walla.
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